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Abstract 
Suppose that G is a finite group and that k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic 
p > 0. There exist short exact sequences of kG-modules with the property that one of the terms 
is a sum of induced modules from the centralizers of maximal elementary abelian p-subgroups 
of G. a second term is a translate P(k) of the trivial module k, and the variety of the third term is 
smaller than the full maximal ideal spectrum of the cohomology ring of G. One implication of 
the result is that any kC-module whose variety intersects the variety of the third term trivially 
must be an induced module. Also in the quotient category of kC-modules modulo the 
subcategory of modules with less than maximal complexity, some multiple of the trivial module 
is a direct sum of induced modules. Thus, by Frobeinus reciprocity, within some complexity 
factor. the module theory of kG is controlled at the level of the centralizers of the maximal 
elementary abelian p-subgroups. 
1. Introduction 
Let G be a finite group and let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 
p > 0. The purpose of this paper is to show that, except for a certain complexity factor, 
the module theory for kG is controlled at the level of the centralizers of the elementary 
abelian p-subgroups. To make sense of this statement, let Stmod-kG be the stable 
category of kG-modules modulo projectives, and let ‘t denote the full subcategory of 
all kG-modules with less than maximal complexity. Then in the quotient category 
Stmod-kG/C! = 4 a certain multiple of the trivial module is isomorphic to a direct 
summand of a direct sum of multiples of the modules induced from the trivial module 
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on the centralizers of the maximal elementary abelian p-subgroups. The statement 
about control follows from Frobenius reciprocity. i.e. for any K-module M 
M 0 (kJ”) g (Mc @ I,)^” Z :2&J”. 
where MC is the restriction of 121 to C and I<(, is the trivial /K-module. Thus we have 
that in 9. for suitable positive integers uz and ~1,: 
M”’ is a direct summand of 1 (Map:,,,)“” . 
where the sum is over a complete set of representatives of the conjugacy classes of 
maximal elementary abelian p-subgroups E of G. 
The “complexity factor” % is understood by means of the maximal ideal spectrum 
V,(k) of the cohomology ring H*(G, k). Any linitely generated liG-module has an 
associated subvariety V,;(M) corresponding to the annihilator in H*(G, k) of the 
cohomology of M. The complexity of &I is the dimension of V,(M), and theorems of 
Quillen and others tell LIS that the complexity is at most equal to the p-rank of G. The 
complexity of a module can also bc interpreted as the degree of the polynomial rate of 
growth of the terms of a minimal projective resolution. 
The quotient category construction is essentially a localization process. The cat- 
egory Stmod-kG is triangulated and the (likewise triangulated) subcategory % is thick 
in Stmod-kG. In the quotient . 4, the objects arc the same as those in Stmod-kG. but 
the morphisms are obtained by inv,crting any stable homomorphism with the prop- 
erty that the third object in the triangle of the homorphism is in %. A main result of [7] 
is that the group of morphisms from M to h’ in d is the zero grading of a homogene- 
ous localization of Ext&;(M, N). In particular, this means that the endomorphism ring 
of the trivial module decomposes into blocks corresponding to the components of the 
variety V,;(k). So it was natural to expect a similar decomposition of the trivial module 
itself. The nature of the decomposition was more mysterious, and. for the one case in 
which the decomposition had been achicvcd. the methods were ad hoc and not 
generalizable. Instead the proper v,icwpoint seems to be to look at the transfer maps in 
cohomology as in [S]. Some background on varieties and transfers is presented in 
Section 2. The necessary results on transfers arc demonstrated in Section 3. Sections 
4 and 5 contain the proof of the main theorem, Hurst for the local case of a single 
maximal elementary abelian p-subgroup, and then in the global case with everything 
considered. 
The final section is concerned with some applications. A more substantial applica- 
tion to modules with vanishing cohomology will appear in [S]. There it is shown that 
if p > 2 and M is a kG-module in the principal block with H*(G, M) = 0. then the 
complexity of M is less than maximal, i.e. M E %. The main point is that for p odd, the 
centralizers of the maximal elementary abelian p-subgroups are p-nilpotcnt and 
hence, in the principal block, cohomology can be computed as for a p-group. Another 
application appears in the paper of Bcnson [-?I where it is shown that the decomposi- 
tion is relevant to the structure of certain idempotent modules in quotient categories 
formed from the stable category of all kC;-modules. In Section 6. we give three 
observations on the implications of the main theorems. We begin by interpreting the 
main theorems in the context of the quotient category 4. In each of the three cases the 
application is clearly indicated by this viewpoint. The actual proofs are only slightly 
more difficult. 
The role of the elementary abelian p-subgroups and their centralizers. in group 
cohomology and homotopy theory. has been investigated by many authors beginning 
with the fundamental work of Quillen [ 121. Significant recent results are contained in 
the very beautiful paper of Jackowski and McClure [ll]. There the authors show, 
using a homotopy colimit of the classifying spaces, that the mod-p cohomology of 
a compact Lie group is the inverse limit of the cohomologies of the centralizers of all of 
the nontrivial elementary abelian p-subgroups. The use in [1 l] of the category of all 
nontrivial elementary abelians contrasts sharply with the considerations of this paper. 
Here we look only at the maximal elementary abelian p-subgroups, and our results are 
correspondingly different. For an example, we might point out that the 
Jackowski-McClure theorem is obvious in the case that G is a p-group or that the 
center of a Sylow p-subgroup of G is central in G. (For then the classifying space of the 
whole group is a terminal object in the homotopy colimit.) By contrast, our aim here is 
to measure the extent to which the cohomology and representation theory are 
determined by the centralizers or “diagonalizers” of the maximal elementary abelians. 
This is a meaningful exercise particularly in the important case that the group is 
a p-group. 
We have phrased the main results of this paper in terms of exact sequences of 
kG-modules. However, in some sense, they are best viewed as statements about 
triangles in the stable category. The problem with the triangles is that it seems often 
necessary to write them in terms of exact sequences in order to obtain any sort of 
proofs. In order to represent an element x E HomkG(M, N) as a homomorphism in 
a short exact sequence we may be required to take a direct sum of a projective module 
with either M or N so that the representing map is either surjective or injective as 
desired. Here PHomkc(M, N) is the set of homomorphism from M to N which factor 
through projective modules, and Homkc(M, N) = Hom,(;(M, N)/PHom,,(M, N) is 
the set of morphism from M to N in Stmod-kG. To appreciate the relationship 
between the triangles and the exact sequences we invite the reader to prove the 
following exercise. Part of this is a variation on Schanuel’s lemma. 
Lemma 1.1. Let M lrrd N be kc-modules and let 2 E Hom,(;(M, N) he u stahlc~ 
Izomomorphisnz. Suppose that P, and Pz are projectice nzodules so that we hrrre escrct 
seyuent~es 
O&L,-P&MAN-O, 
vt4lere ach ai rrpresent.s 1. Then L1 and L2 crre isomorphic rnodulo projectices, i.e. there 
exist prqjeche modules Q1 and Qr so that L1 @ Q1 2 L2 @ Qz. Moreocer there is 
II uniquely determined projectice module PI suclz that L, , CIS ahme. hs uo projective 
.surnrnand.s. 
On the other side, if Pi and Pi (Ire projective modules such that there are e.uuct 
sequences 
O-+M~N@P++L;+O 
lvith DC: representiny x, then L; und L; are isomorphic module projectices. Finmlly for 
i, j E [ 1, 2) there is a projective module Qli such that there is an exact sequence 
O- Li--+ Qij- L;- 0. 
In other words the objects L1 and L2 are isomorphic in Stmod-kG, and they 
represent the third object in the triangle containing M, N and 3~. Of course, much of 
this depends on the fact that kG is a self-injective ring. 
2. Varieties and complexity 
Throughout the paper G denotes a finite group and k a field of characteristic p > 0. 
We shall assume that k is algebraically closed, though this assumption probably is not 
necessary for some of the main results and certainly is not necessary for some of the 
applications. Suppose that (P, c7) is a minimal projective resolution of the trivial 
kG-module, which we also denote by k, then the kernel of differential i;,_, is called 
n”(k) = ?,,(P,). So we have an exact sequence 
O-Q”(k)-P,_++ . LP,P,k-0. 
A cohomology class i E H”(G, k) is represented by a cocycle 5’ : P, + k. As if. 8, = 0 
there is an induced map t : Q’(k) 2 P,Jlln( P,,+ 1 ) + k. In this way we may identify 
H”(G, k) with Hom,,(SZ”(k), k). Actually, because k is a simple kG-module and Q”(k) 
has no projective submodules, Hom,G(S2”(k), k) = Hom,,(P(k), k). 
The ring H*(G, k) is graded-commutative and finitely generated as a k-algebra. 
Hence it has a maximal ideal spectrum, Vc(k). which is a finite dimensional, homo- 
geneous affine variety. 
All kG-modules in this paper are finitely generated. If M and N are kG-modules 
then the cohomology Ext,*,(M, N) is finitely generated as a module over H*(G, k). 
Suppose that J(M)is the annihilator of Ext&(M, M) in H*(G, k), and V,(M) z V,(k) 
is the corresponding subvariety of all maximal ideals which contain J(M). The 
varieties of modules have several nice properties which will be useful. The reader is 
referred to the books by Benson [l] or Evens [lo] for details and proof. 
Lemma 2.1. (i) A kG-module M is projective if and only if Vc(M) = (0). (The zero 
point in V,(k) is the homogeneous musimal ideal qf all elements of positive degree.) 
(ii) Zf M and N are kG-module then V(/,;(M @ N) = 1/,(M)n I/,(N). (The tensor 
product M @ N is ouer k with dia(lonal G-action.) 
(iii) Suppose that 0 + MI --, M2 -+ M3 --t 0 is an exact sequence of kG-modules. 
Then 
T/,(Mi) G V,(Mj)u VG(M,) 
provided (1,2. 3) = ii, j, k). 
If G z (Z/p)’ is an elementary abelian p-group of rank r then V,(k) z k’. This is 
because H*(G. k) modulo its radical is a polynomial ring of dimension r and k is, as 
assumed, algebraically closed. For a general group G, let &(G) be the set of all 
elementary abelian p-subgroups of G and let l&‘(G) G .d(G) be the maximal elements. 
The structure of variety V’,;(k) is expressed in Quillen’s dimension theorem [ 121. 
Theorem 2.2. V,(k) = U V, where the union is over a set qf representatices of the 
conjugary classes of elements E E /i’(G). The closed suhuarieties V, are the irreducible 
components of V,(k) and for E E N(G) 
V, = re$,(l/,(k)), 
tvhere rest, E is the map on varieties induced hi, the restriction res,;,,: 
H * (G, k) -+ H * (E, k). Hence V, is the set of all maximul ideals \vhich contain the kernel 
of resG,E. The mup resC,E is finite-to-one so that 
dim V, = dim V,(k) = p-rank(E). 
The maps res,*,, can be described in more detail. For notation, let WE c I/,(k) be 
the closed subvariety corresponding to the ideal of all elements which vanish on 
restriction to all proper subgroups of E. In fact, WE is the union of all F,-rational 
subspaces of dimension r - 1 in V,(k) = kr. Let WC,E = res,*,,(W,). Now N,(E) acts 
on H*(E, k) and hence also on V,(k). It turns out that V,\ WG,E is isomorphic to the 
set of N,(E)-orbits of V,(k)\ WE [12]. Also C,(E) acts trivially on V,(k). We shall 
need to know the following result, which is a consequence of this type of argument. 
Lemma 2.3. !f E E ;N(G) is central, i.e. G = C,(E). Then res,*,,: V,(k) + V,(k) is em 
isomorphism. (Notice that with this hypothesis A(G) = (E).) 
From the standpoint of modules, notice that V, = T/c(kL(‘) = V,(kr”) for 
C = Cc,(E), E E .A?‘(G). This follows from the last lemma and the fact that the usual 
Eckmann-Shapiro isomorphism 
Ext:&, > “; k;“) z Ext&(k, k;“) 
is compatable with the restriction to E. Likewise 
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For any kG-module M, the dimension of the variety V,(M) is known as the 
complexity of M. The complexity can also be described as the polynomial rate of 
growth of the terms of a minimal projective resolution of M. It is also equal to the 
order of the pole at 1 of the Poincare series for the cohomology Ext,*,(M, M). 
Finally we need to recall some facts about the rank varieties of modules over 
elementary abelian p-groups. Let E be an elementary abelian subgroup of G of order 
I.171 = pr and suppose that E has generators zi. z2, , z,. If x = (xi, . , x,) E k’, c( # 0, 
then the unit U, = 1 + ~~,, Xi(zi - 1) has order p. Moreover kE is free as a k(uZ)- 
module, and so it makes sense to talk about restriction maps to the groups S = (u,). 
Such a subgroup S E kE is called a shifted cyclic subgroup of kE (or of kG if we think 
of E g G). For any kE-module M the rank variety of M over E is the set 
V;(M) = (a E kr( M J,,,,, is not free) u (01. 
The theorem of Avrunin and Scott guarantees that 
V; (M) 2 V,(M). 
The map between the two is the identity in the case ofp = 2, but involves a shift by the 
Frobenius automorphism otherwise. In particular. we can measure the complexity of 
a k&module by computing the dimension of the rank variety of M. We shall need the 
following results on shifted subgroups. The first is very standard and we refer the 
reader to the books [l] or [lo] or [4]. 
Lemma 2.4. If m G H*(G, k) is II mnximul ideul then there is a maximal elementary 
ahelian p-subgroup E g G and u cyclic shifted subgroup S c kE such that the kernel of 
restriction to S is in m. In other words, the homomorphism 4 : H*(G, k) + k with kernel 
m factors through the restriction to H * (S, k). 
Lemma 2.5. Suppose that m E V,(k) corresponds to a cyclic shifted subgroup 
S E kE c kG. Assume that m is not the ideml of ull elements of positive degree. Let 
[ E H”(G, k) and suppose that either ; is not nilpotent or, if p > 2, that the degree of i is 
even. Then ($rn if and only if resC;,s([) # 0. 
Proof. Now because S is a cyclic p-group H*(S, k) z kp/], a polynomial ring in 7, 
modulo its radical. If p = 2 then 7 has degree 1 and the radical of H * (S, k) is zero. If 
p > 2, the elements of odd degree in H *(S, k) and also in H *(G, k) are nilpotent and 
hence are in the radical of the cohomology rings. Now are assuming that m contains 
the kernel of the restriction to S. Therefore m is the pullback under resG,s of the kernel 
of a map Q : H * (S, k) -+ k which sends 7 to 0(y) = u E k. Because m is not the ideal of all 
elements of positive degree, a # 0. By hypothesis resc,s([) = b/“’ for b E k and some 1y1. 
So O(resc,s([)) = bum is zero if and only if b = 0. 
Lemma 2.6. Suppose that n > 0 is un even integer if the prime p is odd. Let E be un 
elementary abelian p-subgroup of G and let S c kE be a cyclic shifted subgroup. There 
exists a kS-homomorphism 5 : k + Q”(k) with the property! that LI cohor?zolo~g~ element 
; E H”(G, k) hers nonzero restriction to S lf uml only tf [T # 0 ,for any cocycle 
t: Q”(k) + k rvhich represents <. 
Proof. Because S is cyclic ks has a minimal projective kS-resolution (Q,, ?‘) in which 
every Qi 2 kS and also P’(ks) z k provided II is even. Now a cocycle 0: P(ks) + k 
represents a nonzero class in H”(S, k) if and only if u # 0. Let (P. (?) be a kG-projective 
resolution of k. The restriction map from G to S is given by composition with 
a ks-chain map 1-1: Q + P which lifts the identity on k. But ,H induces a homomor- 
phism ~:S2”(k~) 2 k + Q”(k). As we have said, a cocycle [: P’(k) -+ k represents 
a class with nonzero restriction to S if and only if 52 # 0. 
Suppose now that E is a maximal elementary abelian p-subgroup of G, having rank 
I’. Then E is isomorphic to the additive subgroup of an F,-vector space of dimension I’. 
From this viewpoint the conjugation action of N = N,(E) on E is F,,-linear. 
Definition 2.7. For E. N as above let D = D,(E) be the set of all elements of N whose 
action on E is by scalar multiplication. That is. if x E D then there exists a nonzero 
II E F,, such that XJ’.U- ’ = y” for all J’ E E. 
The following results are easily derived from the definition. 
Lemma 2.8. With the above notation, C,(E) E Dc(E)a N,(E). Moreocer Dc(E)jCc(E) 
is n cyclic yroup of order dividing p - 1. 
The action of N = N,(E) on E induces an action on H* (E, k) and also on 
I/,(k) = k’. In particular, the action of N on V,(k) is k-linear with the elements of 
D,(E) acting by scalar multiplication. For s E N. CI E k, let 
W(u. N) = (m E VE(k)Ixm = urn; 
That is, W (.u, a) is the eigenspace corresponding to the eigenvalue CI of the action of 
x on V,(k). Thus W(s, (1) is zero for all but a finite number of values of a and 
dim W(x, a) = dim V,(k) for some u, if and only if x E D,(E). The following will be 
useful in the next section. 
Lemma 2.9. Suppose x E N = N,(E) bchere E is u nzauirnal elemrntar~~ abelian 
p-suhyroup of G. Suppose thut C = C,(E) and the element SC # C has order (I power of 
p in N/C. Then W(x. a) = (0) unless LI = 1. while W (.Y 1) g W,. 
Proof. Let n be the order of the coset .uC as an element of the group N/C. Then clearly 
W(.x, a) = (0; inless CI is an nth root of unity in k. Thus the first statements follow 
because if n is a power of p then 1 is the only nth root of unity. For the second 
statement, notice that the action of s on V,(k) is F,-rational and hence the eigenspace 
of the eigenvalue 1 E F,, is an F,-rational subspace. Thus W (x. 1) c_ W,. 
Definition 2.10. For E a maximal elementary abelian p-subgroup of G, let 
where the union is taken over all (I E li and all s E N,(E) with u$D,(E). Let 
‘I, = Ures,*,,(Yf>) 
where the union is overall E E l/(G). 
The condition that s$D,;(E) assures that ‘// ,: is a proper closed subvariety of I/,(k). 
Hence also I (; contains no component of V,;(li). The property of Yf k which will be 
most useful to us is the following. 
Proposition 2.11. Suppo.sc~ thtrt nt E C’,(k) rrrd tlurt m# N i. Therz thrrr exists LI horno- 
qrrwous elenwnt y E H*(D, k), D = DC(E) rtlitlz t/w property that .f?w arty Y E N,(E), 
x$D. therl 
resD,E(y)$m but res,I,L(;l) E snz. 
Proof. The action of D on VE(I<) is a scalar action. Hence two points m, m’ are in the 
same D-orbit only if they lie on the same line through the origin in I/,(k). Now 
Vn(k) = V,(k)j(D/C), the orbit space of the action of D/C. Homogeneous elements in 
the cohomology H*(D, k) will separate points on different lines of V,(k) (i.e. points in 
the pwjrctiw variety of V,(l<)). but not points on the same line. Therefore for each 
coset XD in N/D there exists a homogeneous element ;‘X E H *(D, k) such that y,$/, 
;‘X E x/ where / = resz.,(m). Tl ris is because, by the definition of Y$i, x/ is not on the 
same line as / in T/D(E). But now let ;’ = fl 11X where the product is over the nonidentity 
cosets of N modulo D. It is straight forward to check that ;I has the desired property. 
3. Transfers and points in the variety 
Suppose that H is a subgroup of G. Let TV: : H *(H, k) + H*(G, k) be the transfer 
or corestriction map. Briefly, it can be defined as follows. Suppose that (P,, (7) is 
a projective kG-resolution of k. Then by restriction it is a projective AH-resolution and 
any element 7 of H”(H. k) is represented as a cocycle y’: P, --f k. Then /1 = Trz (r) is 
represented by ,LL’: P, + k where ,M’(.Y) = xC,;,.H ; ‘(0 IX), for x E P,, the sum being over 
a set of representatives, g. of the left cosets of H in G. It follows that, as in the 
introduction to the last section if 7: P(k) + k is a kH-homomorphism representing 
;’ then fi: W(k) + k, given by [l(_v) = C Ci’I, /‘(<I _ ‘s) represents Trz(y). The transfer 
map satisfies Frobenius reciprocity so that its image Trz(H*(H, k)) is an ideal in 
H*(G, k). For this paper a property of transfers, in which we are most interested, is the 
following. 
Proof. Now /<:I(’ = kG OkI, I, with G action on the left. Define i:: I<;,” + k to be the 
augmentation given by [:(I (;,” H 0 (I~,) = CC;:EJ 41. Suppose that T: Q”(k) + k is a 
M-homomorphism representing ;‘. Define T : Q”(k) + kz by T(T) = I(;,,, .I/ @ 
;'(g/f'~). It is easily checked that T is a I\G-homomorphism and that b = CT represents ~1. 
The main purpose of this section is to establish the existence of transfer maps which 
avoid certain maximal ideals of H * (G, k). In particular the maximal ideals which are 
not contained in WC;., for any E E . N(G) do not contain the ideal of transfers from the 
centralizer of E. provided the Sylow p-subgroup of G is not abelian. The statement is 
similar to the main theorem of I.51 or the generalization by Benson in [Z]. For the sake 
of completeness we include a proof similar to that of [S]. Following that we prove 
a variation on the transfer theorem. The variation is precisely what is required for the 
next section. The techniques of the proofs are crucial for the next two sections. 
If nr G H * (G. k) is a maximal ideal then we say that m is minimally supported on 
an elementary abclian subgroup E of G provided m E VE c Vc(li) but m$Wci,E. 
Otherwise said. m contains the kernel of the restriction to E but not the kernel of the 
restriction to any proper subgroup of E. 
Proof. Suppose that / E I/,(k) and Jo V,(k) are maximal ideals such that 
nr = res,:.(/) and / = res,L(,j). Then /$ W,,,, j$ W,, and so both / and j are 
minimally supported on E. Let N = N,;(E). Now N/C acts on H “(C. k) and hence 
also on V,.(k) 2 I/,(k). 
We claim that C,((/) = C. For suppose that .Y E N, s$C. Notice first that s does 
not act trivially on c/,(A) because it does not act trivially on E (see Lemma 2.3 or [13]). 
On the other hand. the set of fixed points under the action of s on Vc(/;) is the 
eigenspace corresponding to the eigenvalue one. Hence it is an F,-rational subspace. 
It follows that the fixed point set is in W,.,,. Therefore .Y/ # /, for any s E N, s$C. 
Let S = S, = (.x E N 1 .Y/ = (I/ for some LI E k). Notice that C s S, and, by Lemma 
2.9. IS: Cl is not divisible by p. Now let /’ = res& (0 E Vs(k). Then for any element 
J E N. js$S the points /’ and J!/’ are on different lines through the origin (represent 
different points in the projective variety) of I/,(k). So for each coset 2‘ E NiS. j’ # 1. 
choose a homogeneous element ;’ E H*(S. k) with the properties that ;*,#/’ but 
;‘r E J’/‘. Then let 
with the product taken over all j’ E N/S. y # I. It follows that ;,$/’ but ;‘ E I‘/’ for all 
y# l.Thenletl= Trg(;,). We claim that <$m or equivalently that resc,,(<)$j. To see 
this we need only check the Mackey formula: 
resc.s(;) = res .(Tr!(-,)I 6.F s t 
(3.3) 
Here the sum is over the E-S double coscts E.YS in G. Now if xq!N then En.xSx-’ is 
a proper subgroup of E. But because E is an abelian p-group the image of any transfer 
map Tri, from a proper subgroup E’ is always in the radical of H * (E, k) and hence is 
also inj. On the other hand if x t N and z$S then res,,E(.q) ~j because x;’ E /. We 
have then that moduloj 
resc.t-(i) = res,q.e(;‘) + 0 
because ;I$/. Therefore [$m. 
But because 1 S : C) is relatively prime to p. 
; = Tri(y) = TrE((l!IS: Cl) res,,,.(y)). 
Proposition 3.4. S~rpposr tkrt E E // (G) mrl Ict nr E VE(k), m$ ‘Ilk. There exists 61 ho- 
nqeneou,s element y E H* (D, /k). D = D(;( E). .suclt that resn,E(y)$m but .q E m ,fbr ail 
_Y E N = N,(E). x$D (Proposition 2.1 1). Jf i; = Trii(y), then [$resd,,(m) or, equicr- 
lent/y, resc.e(y)$m. 
Proof. Let ;’ be chosen as in (2.11). Then by the Mackey formula ((3.3) with D in place 
of S) we have that 
resc,e(<) 3 c .x7 (mod(radII”(E. k))). 
,A’ /)D 
That is, we again have that, for s$,V, En x Ds ’ is a proper subgroup of E since E is 
precisely the set of all elements ofordcr dividing p in D. But then, modulo the maximal 
ideal m, resc.E(c) = y If 0. 
4. The construction for one component 
In this section we concentrate on a single component V, of the variety, T/,,(k), 
corresponding to a fixed maximal elementary abelian p-subgroup E of G. Basically we 
show that for suitable m and t7, there is a surjection of (an(k))“’ onto /c&~, whose 
kernel has a variety which does not contain all of VE. Because we are dealing with 
modules it seems natural to measure our varieties as rank varieties. However the 
arguments are such that the interested reader should be able to convert to co- 
homological varieties. 
We begin by fixing a maximal elementary abelian p-subgroup E of G. Let p” = lEl. 
Let D = D,(E) (see (2.7)), and N = N,;(E). We wish to consider the endomorphism 
ring of the induced module k;,’ = kG Okok. Notice that 
Hom,,;(kb’;, kj,‘;) z Hom,,(k. kr;L,) = (kr)“. 
Here M” denotes the D-fixed points on M. The space of D-fixed ponts on k,” is 
spanned by the set of elements of the form X @ I where X = s, + ... + .yr for 
.Y , . , xt a complete set of representatives of the left cosets of D in the double coset 
Dr,D. In particular, if .Y, E N then X = sr as Du,D = x,D. In any case the corres- 
ponding element (T.~ of Hom,,(kz. kr) is determined by the fact that 
ax(r @ 1) = JX @ 1. So we have the following. 
We are now prepared to state the main theorems of the section. 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that E E N(G) and thtrt tt1 = (N : Dl. Let m E V, (k) he N tncrsi- 
IJIN~ i&u/ u.itlz m $ W, u Y/ k (see (2. IO)). Th ,fiw scme n > 0 atld u/l t > 0 thrre exists 
LI projectirr r~iodu/e P mid cm P.xact srcpenc~e 
O- L- (R”‘(k))“’ @ P---t kr- 0 
such that m$ V,(L,). 
Proof. Let / = resi,,(m) E V,(k). By Proposition 3.4, for some tl > 0 we can choose 
an element ;’ E H”(D. k) such that ;$$I. r;~ E / for all s E N. s$D. and 
< = TrE(;,)$res&(m). This last is the same as saying that resc.,(<)$m. 
Let 7: Q”(k) -+ k be a kD-cocycle representing ;‘. Here 5 is only a kD-homomor- 
phism, although Q”(k) = Q:(k) is a kG-module. Then f = CrtCD .~f:Q”(k) + k rep- 
resents <. By Lemma 3.1, t can be written as the composition 
Q”(k)& k:‘;; k 
where f: is the usual augmentation, and /L is given by the formula 
We write elements of (Q’(k))“’ as sequences (m-tuples) (lli)yL 1 where cli E Q”(k). Let 
1 = .Y 1. . , x,, be a complete set of representatives of the left cosets of D in N. Let 
gi = gx, as in Lemma 4.1. With this notation we define tl:(Qn(k))“’ + /cz by 
Clearly tI is a kG-homomorphism. 
Let ~1: kr Jt, + I/ be the projection with kernel T. First we prove the following. 
Proof. Let S be a cyclic shifted subgroup of kE such that the kernel of the restriction 
to S in H*(E, k) is contained in NI. Notice that because y$/ and res,, c(<)$m we must 
have that neither resD..s(;‘) nor rcs,;,,([) is nilpotent in H*(S, k). Let z: k -+ Q”(k) be 
the kS-split homomorphism satisfying the condition of Lemma 2.6. Notice that S acts 
trivially on U and hence Cjs z I;“‘. Define (I: I/ + (W(k))“’ by 
O(.Ui 0 1) = (N~).:II 1. 
where Nj = 0 for ,i # i and (1, = ~(1). Then for any i = 1. , m 
pl~l(.Yi @ 1) = p 2 oj(ll(l)(.~i 0 1))) = /,“i C .~~(s~‘T(l)) 
j= 1 c; I) 
= pai(l @ 1) = /‘(_Y; @ 1) = .Xj @ I. 
Hence 0 is a /&homomorphism which splits 1~11. But observe that .W(/C)~,~ z 
k @ (proj), and hence as a kS-module hl is projective. It follows immediately 
m$V,(M,), proving the lemma. 
Returning to the proof of the theorem we notice that T, z xK,D,,4,1v /c;:,~, 
the Mackey formula. Hence the variety of TE is k.,_.( TE) = x,e,v VE(k~~~,lIy ‘) c 
Now we have a commutative diagram of ICE-modules 
that 
1 by 
WE. 
with exact rows and columns. Here P is a projective module which we add to the 
middle term in order that there will exist a surjective homomorphism 11’ which 
coincides with 11 on (Q”(k))“‘. Now C’,:(Y) c V,(!CI)u V,(T). Because m$T/E(M) by 
the last lemma and m$W, we must have that m$T/I,(Y). The theorem is proved by 
setting L = Y. 
To prove the theorem for tn rather than II, it is only necessary to replace 7 by ;“. All 
of the statements about varieties still hold. 
Corollary4.4. LetEE-N(G).m = ]N:DI.Letrtz~ V,(k),m~WG,EuresE,,(;Il,). Ther? 
,for some II > 0 d all t > 0 there exists ~1 projrctirc module P id un exact sequence 
O---t L- (Q”‘(k))“’ @ P- kb’;- 0. 
such that m$Vc;(L). 
Proof. For any such sequence T/,(L) c V,. So if rn# V, then we are done by Theorem 
4.2. Suppose m E V,. Then m = res,*,,(/) for C E V,(k). /$ W,. By Theorem 4.2 there is 
such a sequence with /$ V,(L,). But then m$ V,(L). 
Remark. In the statement of Theorem 4.2 it is actually only necessary to assume that 
rn$mEv YIE where 
where the union is over all .Y E G, s$N. In some cases. such as when N = G. FE is 
a much smaller set then W,. However the restriction that m&Y{ k seems to be more 
essential (see Section 6). 
5. The general case 
In this section we show that it is possible to construct a sequence which satisfies 
some of the properties of that in Theorem 4.2 for all maximal elementary abelian 
p-subgroups E at the same time. For notation let % = (E, , , E,) be a complete set of 
representatives of the conjugacy classes of elements of i N(G), the maximal elementary 
abelian p-subgroups. Recall that V,(k) = Ul=, Vi where Vi = VEz. Thus VI. .__ , V, are 
the components of V,(k), Vi = res& (I/,,(k)). The following is our main theorem. 
Theorem 5.1. Let 112 be the least con~~~on multiple of’ the numhcr.s 1 N,(E): D,(E)1 jbr 
E E ‘6. Let mi = m,/IN,(Ei): D,;(E;)l. Therz for some n > 0 and all t > 0. there is 
LI projectice module P unll an exact sequence 
O-L--,(Q”‘(k))“@ PL i (k&J’-0 
i=l 
SUC’l? t/lot V,,(L)f? Vi < Vj ,for Cl/l i = 1, . . . S. 
Proof. Notice that I N,(Ei): D,(Ei)l = ITZ/HI~. By the theorem of the previous section. 
for each i = 1,. , s we have an exact sequence 
O- Li-(Qnl’c(k))““‘l @P,* k&,<,-0 
with P’(;(L,)n Vi < Vi. Such an exact sequence exists for some IZi > 0 (depending on 
17;) and all tj > 0. Here Pi is a projective kG-module which is added in to ensure that 
tli is surjective. The actual Pi may depend on i and ti. By summing mi copies of the 
above sequence we get another sequence 
0- (Li)““_ (,“J, (li))“’ @ F;& (k&,, ,)‘,‘a- 0. 
Also let 17 be the least common multiple of numbers n,, . . . , II,. Then we can choose 
ti SO that n,li = II. Then let 
0: (CF(k))“‘- i$I ( Gl::o, ) Y”’ 
be given by I)(u) = ((I,(u). . O,(a)) where fJi is the restriction of ci to (W(k))“‘. 
Now take the direct sum of (W(k))” with a projective module P so that there is an 
exact sequence 
O- L---t (W(k))“’ 0 PA i (kj,j:,,;, J--3 0 
i-l 
such that 0’ coincides with II on (Q”(k))“‘. Now consider the commutative diagram: 
where p is the projection and IV, is the kernel of 0: = ~0’. Notice that 0: coincides with 
0; on (12n(k))m. Hence 0: and Qi difl’cr by a map which factors through a projective. So 
by Lemma 1.1, VG(Wi) = V,;(Li). Also for ,i < i, the Mackey formula tells us that 
Because EinxD,(E,).vP’ is a proper subgroup of Ei. we have that V,,(kAf,,>,) 
< VE2 (k), and correspondingly V(; (k&,, ) )n Vi < Vi. Therefore we have that 
v<;(L)nvi s (~~(~i)nL.)-(c~;(,4;ks~~~~~1~n~i~< vi. 
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The proof of the theorem is complete when we notice that n, which was the least 
common multiple of the nils could be replaced by any multiple of itself with no other 
alterations required for the argument. 
6. Varieties and variations 
The purpose of this section is to consider the necessity of some of the conditions in 
the last two sections. First we notice that, in some sense, D,(E) can be replaced by the 
centralizer C,(E). Of course, if p = 2 or if G is a p-group then D,(E) = C,(E). In 
addition, it is always true that k, ” is a direct summand of kLG. Our point, however, is 
to show generally that there exist sequences similar to those in Theorems 4.2 and 5.1 
with C replacing D provided we allow the middle term of the sequence to be a sum of 
syzygies of k in different degrees. In another direction we explore with an example the 
necessity of the condition that m$WE in Theorem 4.2. Even though we do not prove 
a general theorem it appears that the phenomenon exposed by the example is generic 
rather than exceptional. This might be an interesting area for future investigation. 
First consider the specific case that G has a normal subgroup P = (x ( xp = 1) such 
that G/P is cyclic of order q dividing p - 1. Assume also that y E G, y $ P has order 
q and that yxy-’ = x” for a E [F, a primitive qth root of 1. Thus P = C,(P) and 
G = DG(P). Assume also that p > 2. 
Lemma 6.1. H*(P, k) = k[<, v]/q2 where y.[ = ai and y’q = a~. 
Proof. The form of the polynomial ring is well known. The only question here is the 
action of y. Notice that kj” =M,@ . ..@M._, where for each i=O,...,q-1, 
M, = k. mi is a one-dimension k-vector space, generated by mi, such that ym; = Y’mi. 
Thus MO 2 k. The projective cover of Mi is Pi = Mi J:,“, z k:,“, 0 Mi. NOW notice that 
in the conjugation action of y on kP we have that 
p(x - l)y-’ = 9 - 1 = u(x - 1) mod (RadkP)2. 
So, it can be checked that there is a kG-projective resolution of k of the form 
. -p2~Pz~Pl~Pl~P,,~k-0, 
where 
p-1 
Z,i_,(l@mi)=cX@i?l_,, d,i(l @i?li) = 2 Xj @mi 
( 1 j=O 
for a E Rad kP an eigenvector with eigenvalue a for the action of y, i.e. cx = x - 1 
mod(Rad kP)2 and with the indices on the rnts taken modulo q. So, for example, if 
i: P, + k is a cocycle of degree 2, then 
(y[)(l @ mi) = ((1 @ Ui?I,) = (U[)(l @ ??li). 
The action on ‘1 is similarly derived. 
Now suppose that E E If(G) and that C = C,(E). D = DG(E). Then E = (xi, , x,) 
and D/C is generated by an element yC such that J!x~-’ = .x’, for a E [F,, a primitive 
qth root of unity, q = 1 D/Cl. Then 
H*(E, k) = k[i,, . . . . i,] 0 A(rl,. . . . . qv) 
where deg([i) = 2, deg(rli) = 1 and il denotes the exterior algebra. This is a conse- 
quence of the fact that 
H*(E, k) = H*((xr), I<) @ ... @ H*((.y,), k) 
with the usual anti-commutativity of multiplication. Then by the lemma we have that 
yii = aii and JJrli = aqi. NOW let kJ” 2 MO @ ... @ M,_ 1 where Mi = k+ for lyli E Mi 
and L‘nzi = am,. 
Proposition 6.2. Suppose G, k, Mi are us ahoae. Let m be u nonzero point in V,(k) g kr. 
Then .f?w b s@iciently irrrqe there exists LI sequenw of’ kD-modules 
O- Lt Q2’ph(k) + M;- 0 
such that m$ V,(L JE). 
Proof. If p = 2 then Mi = k because C = D. In this case the theorem is true because 
the map Q”(k) + k can be taken to represent any cohomology element 0 E H*(D, k) 
with mq! VE(resG.E(0)). 
Hence we may assume that p > 2. For p odd, the centralizers of the maxima1 
elementary abelian p-subgroups are p-nilpotent. Moreover O,,(D) = O,,(C) is the 
kernel of the principal kD- and kC-blocks. So we may assume that O,,(C) = (1). 
Hence D is given by an extension 
l-P-D-(y)- I. 
where P = C is a p-group and y has order q dividing p - 1. 
The principle of the proof from this point is that H*(P, k) has a system of 
parameters consisting of elements in degrees which are twice powers of p. This is 
a consequence (by induction) of the norm-map proof of the finite generation of 
cohomology (see [ 11 or [lo]). So, in particular, there is an element < E Hzp”( P, k), such 
that m$VE(resp,E([)). We claim that we may assume that y[ = a[. Notice first that 
p” = 1 (modq) and hence 
y(res,,.(<)) = aresP.(i) (modRadH*(E, k)). 
Therefore res,,,(y[ - XC) E Rad H*( E, k). So. because E is the only maximal elemen- 
tary abelian p-subgroup of D, y; - rr[ must be nilpotent. Therefore 
(y - n[)“’ = y([“) - a([“‘) = 0 for c sufficiently large. Therefore, the claim follows if 
we replace < by i”‘. Now let ~1 = c’ E H2ipb(G, k). We have that yp = a’,~. 
Now consider a kP-cocycle ,ii : Q’(k) + k representing p. Again we may assume that 
yfi = u’g. Then the homomorphism 
0: W(k) -+ Mi 
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given by H(u) = $(u)mi is a kD-homomorphism. However the kernel 8 coincides with 
the kernel of ~1. This is the module L, and we have that Vr(L,) = V,(p) does not 
contain res * P,E(m). Hence L has the desired property. 
Corollary 6.3. With the same hypothesis, if m E V,(k) is any nonzero point then for 
h snficiently large there exists an exact sequence of kD-modules 
O-L- i Q2i”“(k)- kJD-+O 
i=l 
such that m$ V,(L,). 
Proof. The point is to add up the sequences in (6.2). For notation, we are thinking of 
M, as M,, = k and then we need only remember that 
k;” = M, @ ... @M,. 
Now we can generalize the last result to get the main theorem of this section. 
Theorem 6.4. Suppose that E E i H(G) and that m = IN:DI, N = No(E), D = Do(E), 
C = Co(E). Let m E V,(k), rn$ W,u%“s. Then there exists an integer n > 0, such that 
,for all t > 0 and any suficiently lurge b, there is a projectice module P and an exact 
sequence 
O-L- i (,“t+2i”“(k))“@ P- k;‘-+O 
i=l 
such that mq! VE(LE). 
Proof. Consider the diagram 
O-X-L~Y~O 
q 1 
,--+,(.“‘+2iph(k))r,l@p 
4 
o- 
i= 1 
1 
- C Q *lph( k;]’ ) - 0 
i=l 
$ 
k t,(; 
c 
Here the right-hand column is the sequence of Corollary 6.3, induced to G. The middle 
row is a sum of translates, by SZZipb, i = 1, , q, of the sequence in Theorem 4.2. Then 
we have that VE(LE) g V,(X,)u I/,;( YE). So the middle column is the sequence of the 
theorem. 
Remark. In this context, it is also possible to create an exact sequence which 
combines all of the maximal elementary abelian p-subgroups as in Theorem 5.1. That 
is, the right-hand term in the sequence would be xt.=1 (k:.y,E,I)ml, the middle term 
would be a sum of syzygies of k and the left term would be a module whose variety 
contained no component of V<;(k). The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 5.1 
and we leave this exercise to the reader. 
We end this section with an example. Suppose that G = A4 the alternating group on 
four letters. Let p = 2 and let E be the Sylow 2-subgroup which is elementary abelian. 
Let 2’ E G be an element of order 3. It is easy to check that H * (E. k) = k [i,, cl] where 
1;, . iz are in degree one and can be chosen so that ~3.i~ = UC,, J’(~ = t~‘(~ for 01 E k 
a primitive cube root of unity. Now 
k,“rk@M,@M, 
where M, and M2 are one-dimensional mod&s generated by nzI and 111~ with 
4“ni = milni. Now any kP-homomorphism (I: Q’*(k) + Mi can be expressed as a poly- 
nomial H =,f(c,, iz) in c, and c2. Of course. ,f‘ must be homogeneous of degree n. So 
for some LI”, , u,, E k. Now II is a kG-homomorphism if and only if y. V = tu’O. Hence 
we can prove the following. 
Proof. By a rank variety argument, V,(L) = V,(k) unless t = 3. But when t = 3, we 
can split 0 into three homomorphisms (I)i : Q”(k) + 1zili, i = 0, 1,2, MO = k). Likewise 
L = x Li where I+ is the kernel Of Oi. Now notice that for i = 1,2, the requirement that 
~4~ = c!jifIi means that for Cli = 1~~;; <;-‘. either (I,~ = 0 or CI,, = 0. Hence (Ii is a mul- 
tiple of either iI or i2. The proposition is an easy consequence of the fact that if 0, is 
a multiple of [I then (I2 must be a multiple of cZ and vice versa. 
7. Some Applications 
As in the introduction let Stmod-kG be the stable category of all kG-modules 
modulo projectives. Let ‘t be the full subcategory of modules M with complexity less 
than the p-rank of G. Let 1 be the quotient category Stmod-kc,/%. For details of the 
quotient construction we refer the reader to [7]. In brief terms, the objects in 2 are the 
same as those of Stmod-kG while, for morphisms. we invert any morphism in the 
stable category for which the third object in the triangle of that morphism is in %. 
Hence if we are given an exact sequence 
O-A-BLC-0 
and if A E %. then the class of p in Stmod-kG, becomes an isomorphism in 4. Thus the 
class of the homomorphism 0 in Theorem 5.1 is an isomorphism in 4. 
The other thing which we need to recall from [7] is that every object in 1 is periodic. 
That is, for any kG-module M, there is a positive integer t such that Q’(M) z M in 4. 
In particular, there is a positive integer t such that Q’(k) 2 k. So in Theorem 5.1, the 
integer / can be chosen so that n/ is a multiple t. This yields the following interpreta- 
tion of Theorem 5.1. 
Theorem 7.1. Let tn he the lwst con~tnon multiple of’ the nutnhers 1 N,(E) : DG( E)I ,fb~ 
E E N(G). For ecich E in N(G) let /nE = tn/l N,(E): D,(E)I. Then in the quotient 
category 2 
Suppose now that p = 2. Notice that C,(E) = D,(E) for any E. In [6] it was shown 
that for the group G = (Z/2)’ of order 2. 9 has only a single indecomposable object, k, 
and every other object is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of k. In genera1 it makes 
sense to form the representation ring or Green ring 9[(G) of the quotient category 9. 
This is the abelian group generated by the symbols [M] corresponding the isomor- 
phism classes of objects M in 4. The group is subject to the relations 
[M @ N] = [M] + [N] for two objects M and N in 4. The multiplication on 91(G) is 
given by [M] [N] = [M Or IV]. Because of the fact that there is no KrullLSchmidt- 
theorem in 4, we have no reason to believe that 91(G) should be a free abelian group. 
However if we allow rational coefficients. i.e. look at 91,(G) = Q O;!%(G) then we 
have a Q-vector space whose basis can be taken as a subset of the isomorphism classes 
of indecomposable objects. 
Proposition 7.2. Suppose that p = 2 and G is a yroup of' 2-rank 2. Suppose thuf the 
tnrrsitt~al elrmentnr~ ahelim 2-groups are self-centraliziny. Then the dimension of 91,(G) 
is equcrl to the nutntw of c0njuyac.J. classes of ttiasitmtl elementary ahelim 2-gmip.s. 
The proof is simple Frobenius reciprocity. We are assuming that 
C = CG(E) = E z (Z/2)’ for all E E .4(G). So if M is a kG-module, then 
A4 @ k;.’ z (MC):‘; 
is isomorphic in 3 to a direct sum of copies of k:.“. The rest follows from Theorem 7.1. 
The main application of Proposition 7.2 would be to groups with dihedral or 
semi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroup. In [7] the Proposition was proved ad hoc for 
dihedral groups. In that case ‘!t(G) is a free abelian group on two generators, even 
though there are three indecomposable objects in 1. They are the induced modules 
from the rank 2 elementary abelian groups and the trivial module. They satisfy the 
relation of Theorem 7.1. 
There is another observation which can be made from the standpoint of Frobenius 
reciprocity and block theory. Notice that if M is a kG-module then for any II > 0 
where P is some projective module. In particular n”(M) and M are in the same block. 
So if the sequence of Theorem 5.1 is tensorcd with M then the resulting middle term 
has a nonprojective module only in the same block as M. The term of the tensor 
product on the left may have nonprojective modules in several blocks, but the tensor 
product has smaller than maximal variety. On the right-hand term we use Frobenius 
reciprocity. The technical statement of the result comes out as follows. 
Proposition 7.3. Suppose that E E /i(G) is II tw~.\-i~mrl e rmentcw~ ahclian p-subgroup of 
G. Suppose that M is u kG-rnotlulc md that U is a component (direct sunzmand) of 
M,!Fo,. [f U is not in the SLIW block as M, tlwn V,(U) c W,,,u f_E. Hew we wc~111 
that W,,, = res&(W,) cd Y C: = resc.E( ‘N L_). 
Proof. Suppose that m E Vc (k), m$ W,,, u ‘/ k. Then by Theorem 6.4 there is a se- 
quence 
O-L-+ i: (CYr(k))” @ P- ,y- 0 
i= I 
for some integers ni, some projective module P and with the property that m+$ V,(L). 
We tensor this sequence with M to get a sequence 
for some projective module P’. This sequence is a direct sum of sequences, one for each 
block of kG. By hypothesis the direct summand of MC “’ in the block of U has the form 
U @ U’ for some U’. The direct summand of Q”>(M) @ P’ in the block of U is 
a projective module Q. So we have an exact sequence 
0-n(U@U’)-Q-U@U’-0. 
Now Vc(U) s V,(U @ U’) = V,;(R(U @ U’)). Because !Z2(U @ U’) is a direct sum- 
mandofL@M, V,(U) s V,;(L@M) c V,(L) by Lemma2.1. Becausem$VG(L)we 
must have that m$V,(U). 
Finally we show that the results of the paper can be used to give a new proof of main 
theorem of [6]. The cohomology ring Ext&(!lf, M) of a liG-module M can be 
noncommutative in a way that is far more essential than the graded (non)commutativ- 
ity of H * (G, k). In [6] it was shown how induction and transfer maps can play a part 
in this structure. In fact. the proofs of Theorems 4.2 and 5.1 use the same ideas as that 
of the main theorem of [6]. However the point of view is greatly changed. 
Proposition 1.4. Suppose that G is u p-~ymp and that E E N(G) and that 
PI = 1 N,(E): C,(E)I. Then [he rd~~noloyy riry ExtFG(ki”, kr”) lzus CI two sided ideal 
5 SU(.h fht 
Ext&(k,“, k;.‘;) ,‘3 z Mat,,(k) 
the I-iny of 117 x IJI mc7trice.s ocer k. 
Proof. To get an efficient proof it seems best to modify the quotient category 
construction of [6]. We begin by choosing a maximal ideal m E V, = V(;(kl.“) but 
m$ W,,,. Let Knl be the full subcategory of Stmod-kG of all modules L such that 
rn# V,;(L). Let 1,,, = Stmod-kG:“i;,, be the quotient category. It is easily checked that 
Cd !,I is a thick. triangulated subcategory. So the quotient is defined and also tri- 
angulated. With minor modifications of the arguments of [6], it can be shown that, for 
M and N kG-modules, 
Horn .,,,, (M, N) = [ExtzG(M. N).S-‘lo. 
where S = (.Id.,ll E H*(G, k)( i’ homogeneous and <$m). Likewise 
Ext;,,,(M, N) = 1 [Ext&(M, N)S-‘Ii 
i>O 
where [ ] i indicates thejth grading. For any kG-module M we have a ring homomor- 
phism tirn: Ext&(M. M) + Ext,,,,(M, M). 
By Corollary 4.4. we have that k”’ z k, “’ in 2,. Consequently, in 4, we have that 
Hom.,r,,(kJ.“, k:.(‘) E Mat,,(Hom,,,,(k, k)) 
and also 
ExtT,,(ki’;, kJG) z Mat,(Ext_T,,,(k, k)). 
Now suppose that 0: Extz,(k. k) + k is a homomorphism with kernel m. Then we get 
an induced map U’:Ext$,(k, k) -+ k given by I?(~<-‘) = 0(~)0(;)-‘. This is well 
defined because c&m and hence 0 # 0(i) E k. The composition 
Ex&(k, k)* ExtTm,(k. k)z k 
is equal to (1. 
Now 0 also induces a ring homomorphism 
0: Mat,,(Ext_??Jk, k)) + Mat,,(k) 
which is also surjective. Let 112’ be the kernel of 0 pulled back to a two sided ideal in 
Ext_?,t,(h-i”, ,r”). The proof of the proposition is completed by showing that the 
composition 
is surjective. However this is clear. The reason simply is that in the quotient category 
construction the set S = 1. Itl,,,)< homogeneous. ($rnj of elements which are in- 
verted are in the center of the ring Ext,&(M, n/r). Thus it is impossible for the second 
map to be surjective without the composition also being surjective. 
Remark. The decompositions in this paper arc based on taking multiplicities of 
modules in the quotient categories. A very different, and more general, sort of 
decomposition can be obtained in the form of M @ Q(,l/l) being the direct sum in the 
quotient category of modules each of which has only a single component of maximal 
dimension in its variety [S]. Such a decomposition exists for modules of all complexi- 
ties, but it has not yet been as useful as the inductive statement given in this paper. 
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